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od has given us a grand opportunity to show our worth as architects of a new State; let it not 
be said that we did not prove equal to the task.” 

Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah, 11 October, 1947

PARCO’s existence today is a living testament to the Quaid’s quote stated above. PARCO came into 
being as an outcome of strong fraternal bonds between Pakistan and Abu Dhabi. Its expansion and 
development was made possible through a strong financial base and commitment in pursuit of 
technical and operational excellence. By adhering to the principles, vision, mission and core values, 
PARCO is able to fully meet its obligations to its shareholders, employees, business partners, the 
State and the society. 

You would be pleased to note that we have successfully delivered first few batches of Motor Gasoline 
(Mogas) from Karachi to Mahmoodkot. We have recently signed throughput agreements with our 
Joint Venture partners and several other OMCs to transfer Mogas through our existing 
Mahmoodkot-Faisalabad-Machike (MFM) pipeline. 

These projects will help the environment through safe and clean transportation of Mogas through 
already operational pipeline system rather than tank lorries which burn HSD and release exhaust 
gases into the air. The Mid-Country Refinery’s upgradation is already adding value to better the air 
quality through cleaner fuels.

Under the realm of CSR, our hospital upgradation program is aimed at developing health 
infrastructure for our neighboring communities. As a result of our initiatives, these communities have 
access to quality health facilities within their vicinity and are no longer required to travel long distance 
to large cities to address basic health problems.    

PARCO and its subsidiaries are committed to serving Pakistan well in all aspects. 

With best regards, 
Shahid Mahmood Khan

MESSAGE FROM MANAGING DIRECTOR

G
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COVER STORY
A HISTORIC MILESTONE IN THE ENERGY 

SECTOR OF PAKISTAN!

Subsequent to the industry readiness of PAPCO 
White Oil Pipeline system for multi-grade operations, 
a gasoline tanker “NAVE CIELO” carrying 56 KT of 
Mogas product berthed at FOTCO Port Qasim, 
Karachi on October 14, 2021. 

The cargo was safely offloaded into the new Mogas 
tanks at WOTS-I, marking the successful 
commissioning and start of the project. The first 
batch of Mogas (60KT) was launched into WOP on 
October 26, 2021, which marked the dawn of a new 
era with the WOP system being transformed into a 
Multi-product Pipeline enabling upcountry 
transportation of Mogas along with HSD in batches.

After the safe and successful launch of the first 
Mogas batch, the new Mogas tanks/facilities were 
carefully commissioned at WOTS-2 Shikarpur and 
WOTS-3 Mahmoodkot. Next, Mogas product 

delivery operations to the partner OMCs began via 
connectivity pipelines and gantry operations at 
strategically located facilities at Shikarpur and 
Mahmoodkot which significantly bolstered the 
installed product storage and distribution capabilities 
across the pipeline network.

PARCO and PAPCO accomplished a major 
milestone by the successful commissioning and 
execution of operations of Mogas project. The 
addition of Mogas has enhanced the capacity 
utilization of White Oil Pipeline. A cumulative effect of 
increased throughput and competitive tariff would 
positively impact revenues on a national level in 
terms of cost and time efficiency. Such projects are 
of strategic importance and contribute significantly 
towards the energy security of Pakistan.

Arrival of First Cargo Ship "NAVE CIELO" at FOTCO (October 14, 2021)
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WHITE OIL PIPELINE MOGAS PROJECT (WOPMP) AT A GLANCE
The White Oil Pipeline was commissioned in March 2005, comprising of 786 Km of 26” dia cross-country 
pipeline, storage tanks, pumps and other allied facilities. The pipeline starts from the south of Pakistan at Port 
Bin Qasim, Karachi and terminates in the north at Mahmoodkot, Muzaffargarh.

Due to increase in demand of Motor Gasoline (Mogas) in the up-country, PAPCO implemented White Oil 
Pipeline Mogas Project (WOPMP) to convert its existing 26" dia, 786 km long White Oil Pipeline (WOP) for 
multi-product use. Following are the salient features of the project:

• PAPCO storage capacity has been enhanced from 222,000 MT to 477,000 MT (HSD+Mogas).
• Provision of receiving surplus NRL, PRL, and BYCO Mogas through new connectivity pipelines from OMCs
 Terminals at Port Qasim.
• Provision of Mogas supply via connectivity pipelines to OMCs depot from Shikarpur and Mahmoodkot.
• Gantry facilities at Shikarpur and Mahmoodkot will deliver Mogas by tank lorries on shorter hauls.
• Intermix Processing Facility at Mahmoodkot Station will process HSD/Mogas transmix generated in 
 WOP.

In addition to its strategic importance, other benefits of WOP Mogas project are as follows:
• Increased revenue, profitability and return to shareholders including the Government of Pakistan.
• Addition of approximately 0.9 Million tons of motor gasoline in national storage to meet the growing demand.
• Savings of approximately PKR 22 billion/year to the nation owing to transportation of Mogas.
• Benefit to consumer in terms of lower fuel prices from reduction in the transportation cost.
• The project reduces 1500 trucks on long haul.
• Reduced wear, tear and maintenance cost of roads.
• Increased tax collection by PKR 35 billion per annum.
• Environment-friendly mode of transportation, reducing the overall carbon footprint.

Successful pumping of first multi-grade product batch in the White Oil 
Pipeline system on October 26, 2021
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PAPCO has embarked into the most important stage 
after commissioning of multi-grade operation of 
White Oil Pipeline which comprises of the first 
Mogas receipt at WOTS-1, Port Qasim and 
subsequently, transportation and delivery of first 

Mogas batch at WOTS-3, Mahmoodkot. It is indeed 
a paradigm shift in the logistics of petroleum 
products, providing a safe, secure and swift mode of 
transportation for Mogas and HSD to the demand 
centers of the country. 

Highest Monthly Sales
PAPCO delivered the highest ever monthly volume of 578,000 MT in November, 2021 including 98,000 MT of 
Mogas which was a manifestation of active collaboration of Top 5 Mogas importing companies and 
PARCO/PAPCO teams. 

Key Project Highlights
The project has become a great success due to the foresight of PARCO and PAPCO management. This 
included the inking of throughput agreements with Top 5 Oil Marketing Companies which are contributing 85% 
of the industry Mogas import volumes. The commissioning of WOTS-1, Port Qasim Station infrastructure 
includes storage tanks, pipeline connectivity from FOTCO Jetty header and internal network, commissioning 
of main line pumps. The infrastructure at WOTS-3, Mahmoodkot Station includes Tank Lorry gantry and 
SCADA system across the network. 

PAPCO system is all equipped and ready to undertake the journey of multi-grade operation, as the key 
contributor to fuel supply chain while improving the energy security of the country.
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PARCO Pearl Gas (Private) Limited (PPGL), a fully 
owned subsidiary of Pak-Arab Refinery Limited, is 
Pakistan’s largest LPG marketing company. PPGL 
has a secure supply of LPG through various LPG 
producers and delivers LPG in cylinders and bulk 
through strategic presence in Pakistan. The 
company has always been an advocate of safe 
operations.

On December 9, 2021, PPGL signed a Road Safety 
Coalition Charter at an event held online, organized 
by the International Road Federation (IRF) based in 
Geneva, Switzerland. Members of the coalition 
entered into a partnership to use their combined 
knowledge and experience to reduce road crashes 
in Pakistan. 

The World Health Organization estimates that road 
crashes claim 1.35 million lives and injure 50 million 
people worldwide annually. In Pakistan alone, an 
estimated 20,000-25,000 people die in road crashes 
every year. Most of the road crashes occur in 
developing countries where road transport 
constitutes one of the leading causes of death. In 
recognition of this global crisis, the United Nations 
declared the years 2021 to 2030 as the new Decade 
of Action for Road Safety.

This initiative is rooted in the belief that road crashes 
are largely preventable and road safety is a shared 
responsibility. In this realm, PPGL will continue to 
contribute to promoting road safety culture in 
Pakistan.  

CORPORATE NEWS
INTERNATIONAL ROAD FEDERATION (IRF) CHARTER 
SIGNING CEREMONY AT PPGL

During the online session, Mr. Ali Ahmed, 
Chief Operating Officer at PPGL, holds the 

signed Road Safety Coalition Charter
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PARCO has a history of good management – 
employee relations. There has never been a labour 
strike since PARCO`s inception, and all CBA 
agreements have been negotiated in a friendly 
atmosphere. 

The signing ceremony of the CBA-Management 
Agreement for the period August 2021 to July 2023 
was held on November 19, 2021. The ceremony was 
attended by PARCO’s Senior Management and 
Negotiation Team Members of Management and 
CBA. Mr. Tariq Daud, Section Head Industrial 
Relations, showed his gratitude to all members of 
both the teams for their efforts towards the 
settlement. 

Mr. Shahid Mahmood Khan, Managing Director 
PARCO, expressed his views on collective 
bargaining process and appreciated the efforts of 
both the teams in a difficult economic situation and 
highlighted the challenging tasks ahead. 

Mr. S. M. Niaz Ahmed, General Secretary (PARCO 
Workers’ Union), in his vote of thanks, vowed to work 
for continuous improvement and prosperity of 
PARCO and appreciated the Management’s 
understanding and cooperation to reach an amicable 
settlement.

CBA AGREEMENT

Mr. Shahid Mahmood Khan, Managing Director PARCO and Mr. S. M. Niaz Ahmed,
General Secretary (PARCO Workers’ Union), jointly sign the CBA-Management Agreement

Mr. Shahid Mahmood Khan, MD-PARCO and Mr. Muhammad Omer Masud, Chief Executive Officer, Urban Sector Planning & 
Management Services Unit (Pvt) Ltd. signed an agreement to undertake an urban development plan of Qasba Gujrat which comes 

under District Muzaffargarh. Representatives from PARCO and Urban Sector Unit are also seen in the group picture above.
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PARCO’s Mid-Country Refinery (MCR) at 
Mahmoodkot has recently been upgraded in terms of 
capacity and producing quality fuels. At a glance, it 
stands out as a monument of industrial architecture, 
paying tribute to the confidence of its owners. 

In order to witness the operations of MCR, the 
PARCO Directors have visited the complex several 
times. Recently, Mr. Abdul Hadi Shah, and Mr. 
Friedrich Danzinger also visited MCR in September 
and November 2021, individually. During their visits, 
Mr. Amar Abbas, GM Refinery and Mr. Sohail Akhtar 
Hashmi, DGM Operations (Refinery) made detailed 
presentations on MCR’s overall capabilities, growth 
and expansion, current performance, savings, GRM 
improvement, and Health, Safety and Environment 
areas. 

Furthermore, DGM Operations (Refinery) briefed the 
Directors on MCR’s revamp completion, key 
improvements/optimization in refining processes, 
benchmarking studies and future projects for bottom 
of the barrel upgradation. The respective Process 
Engineers of Technical Services Department also 
covered the monitoring and performance evaluation 
of key Catalytic Process Units. 

The Directors personally visited the MCR’s control 
room, process units and appreciated the efforts of 
MCR team. Mr. Babar Mahmood Shahzad, DGM 
Maintenance and Projects, briefed the Directors on 
MCR’s maintenance activities and accomplishments 
achieved through reliable and effective maintenance 
environment. 

In FY 2020-2021, more than PKR 350 million cost 
savings were carried out through indigenization of 
equipment spare parts, in-house repair/refurbishment 
of equipment, in-house engineering packages and a 
number of cost-effective solutions implemented on site. 

Mr. Abdul Hadi Shah, and Mr. Friedrich Danzinger 
also visited the Mechanical Workshop facility and 
expressed their sincere appreciations to MCR’s 
management, particularly to the maintenance team 
for their total commitment in making extraordinary 
achievements. The Directors also acknowledged the 
inspiration and dedication of MCR team which 
signifies self-reliance approach. 

CORPORATE VISITS 
PARCO DIRECTORS’ VISIT TO THE MID-COUNTRY REFINERY
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Time Ceramics is one of the few direct investments 
from China and currently the largest ceramics 
company in Pakistan. Recently, Mr. Huang Jin, Head 
Purchase of Time Ceramics, visited PARCO Lahore 
Sales Office. Mr. Bashir Swati, Manager S&BD 
PPGL, along with Mr. Shahnawaz Khanzada, 
Section Head M&C and Mr. Sohail Janjua, Head 
B2B Bulk PPGL, welcomed the eminent guests. 

During the meeting, the team from PARCO apprised 
Mr. Jin about the fuelling product solutions available 
at PARCO. Time Ceramics, an existing customer of 
HSFO, showed keen interest in extending their 
business with PARCO by employing PPGL LPG 
supply in bulk for their furnaces.

VISIT OF M/S TIME CERAMICS TEAM TO PARCO REGIONAL 
SALES OFFICE LAHORE

VISIT OF WOTS-1 BY PM’S JOINT LOGISTICS PLANNING 
COMMITTEE AND OGRA OFFICIALS 

VISIT OF PARCO OFFICIALS TO PAKHTUNKHWA HIGHWAY 
AUTHORITY
PARCO officials under the leadership of 
Mr. Urwatullah Khan – Section Head Marketing 
visited Pakhtunkhwa Highway Authority (PKHA) to 
welcome the new MD PKHA – Mr. Amir Durrani. 
During the meeting, PARCO team briefed
Mr. Durrani about the advantages of using PARCO 
Biturox and the opportunities available to increase 
Biturox sales in Pakhtunkhwa region. The meeting 
was also attended by Director II PKHA – Mr. Sohail 
Idrees and Chief Engineer Mr. M. Ejaz.

A joint visit of PM’s Joint Logistics Planning 
Committee and OGRA officials took place on 
December 1, 2021 at WOTS-1. The committee had 
been mandated to review the Storage and Logistics 
Infrastructure in the country vis-a-vis 20 days of 
stock cover for any emergency or potential war-like 
situation. Mr. Adil Aziz Khan, GM Pipeline made a 
detailed presentation on PAPCO’s White Oil Pipeline 
infrastructure and storage of Mogas and HSD, which 
was followed by a field visit of the WOTS-1 facility. 
The delegation comprised of Brigadier Malik 
Muneer, Lieutenant Colonel Asim, Wing Commander 
Amer, Lieutenant Commander Bilal Baloch, Senior 
Executive Director OGRA - Mr. Sohail Tariq, 
Research Officer – Ministry of Energy Petroleum 
Division; Mr. Usman, Ms. Sadaf Iqbal and Ms. Nimra 
Yusuf – OGRA.
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In view of the changing energy dynamics resulting in 
record sales of Furnace Oil (FO) in the Mid-Country 
region, it was imperative to explore newer markets to 
ensure sustained refinery operations at optimal 
throughput. 

In this regard, General Manager M&C - Mr. Abdul 
Qadir along with Manager S&BD – Mr. Bashir A. 
Swati, Country Sales Incharge – Mr. Mian Muddasir 
Shah and Mr. Azeem Bilwani visited some of the 
largest consumers of FO in the southern region. 

PARCO officials held separate meetings and 
valuable discussions of mutual interest with the CEO 
HUBCO – Mr. Khalid Mansoor, CEO K Electric –
Mr. Monis Alvi and President KCCI – Mr. Zubair 
Motiwala on the utilisation of FO in their respective 
industries and how they foresee the evolving energy 
market of Pakistan with respect to the use of FO.

VISIT OF M&C OFFICIALS TO HUBCO, KE AND KCCI

Top – PARCO Officials meeting with CEO HUBCO, Mr. Khalid Mansoor
Bottom Left – President KCCI, Mr. Zubair Motiwala

and Bottom Right – CEO KE, Mr. Monis Alvi
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Transmix Processing Facility (TPF) is a stand-alone 
unit for continuous fractionation of Transmix into 
saleable petroleum products. It is a unique design 
utilizing a multiple-effect interchange of both the 
overhead and bottoms heat to preheat and vaporize 
the feed. The unit will help in segregation of Mogas 
and HSD received together through a Multi-Product 
Pipeline.  

The unit was successfully commissioned with the 
rigorous joint efforts of MCR and WOTS-3. A 
performance test of TPF was successfully carried 
out from October 24, 2021, to October 26, 2021. 
Product run down was first achieved for the first time 
on November 12, 2021. Three batches of Transmix 
have been processed up till now. 

The operation of TPF was made possible using the 
Natural Gas firing option instead of original Fuel Oil 
firing design. The control and sequence of operation 
was not easy and required certain special 
precautions, job safety analysis and extreme 
vigilance. Materials and resources including extra 
manpower deployment and skilled personnel 
supervision were provided by MCR to execute this 
activity in the best possible manner.

PROJECTS
COMMISSIONING OF TRANSMIX PROCESSING FACILITY 
(TPF) AT MAHMOODKOT (MKT) TS-2

Transmix Processing Facility (TPF) at Mahmoodkot

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF MCR MOGAS AND HSD 
DELIVERY PIPELINES FOR OMCS’ CONNECTIVITY
MCR has recently completed laying of its 12" 
diameter Mogas and HSD delivery pipelines (500 
meters and 1700 meters respectively) from MCR 
Tankage Area to OMCs’ Pipelines Connectivity 
Headers inside the WOTS-3 premises. After 
completion of MCR’s Revamp and MFM-MP 
Phase-2 project, there has been an increased load 
on the MCR Gantry and MFM Pipeline. MCR’s 
Engineering Services Department undertook the 
construction of this project within a year’s time from 
conception. 

This project will facilitate in minimizing the potential 
bottlenecks that may arise when dispatching 
required quantities of MCR products through Gantry 
and MFM Pipeline at 120% refinery load. At the 
same time, it provides greater operational flexibility 
and enhanced safety of MCR Gantry operation due 
to reduced load of tank lorries. MCR Mogas and HSD Pipelines’ Connection Points

for OMCs near WOTS-3
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1. MFM Leak Detection and Batch Tracking 
System Project

MFM Leak Detection and Batch Tracking System 
Project plays a pivotal role behind pumping security, 
safety, batch tracking and providing an absolute 
solution for narrowing down pilferage clamps and 
theft. With emphasis on precision, even on a limited 
Microwave data communication rate of 2Mbps, the 
project achieved its objectives. Since February 21, 
2021, theft clamps/tunnels were detected and 
reported by the new LDS System with a leak location 
accuracy of up to 15 meters. To the content of 
Operations, MFM LD & BT, the project delivered 
satisfaction as it crossed its efficiency set point tuned 
at 0.05 kg/cm² instead of the agreed contractual 
benchmark of 0.2 kg/cm². The project has been 
successfully commissioned and made functional at 
Faisalabad and Machike Stations in September 
2021.   

2. PS-6 (Kot-Bahadurshah) Station Control 
System (SCS) Project.

The KBS SCS Project is comprised of Honeywell 

PLC, Marshalling Panel & HMI, providing a 
station-wide Control System Solution, apace with 
EPC contractor, Shandong Kerui, for site 
completion. The Project involved multiple 
stakeholders including MFM MP, S&T Ops, S&T 
Maintenance, and Shandong Kerui and their 
sub-contractors. By integration of industrial standard 
protocols for data communication such as IEC 
61850, the KBS SCS Project has proved its 
distinction with unparalleled commissioning 
standards. The project was completed according to 
the operational requirements in March 2021.  

MFM MOGAS PROJECTS MANAGED BY TELECOM & SCADA
Under MFM Mogas project, following projects were managed by Telecom & SCADA (Pipeline Division):
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Strategic importance of PARCO’s cross-country 
crude oil pipeline necessitates its proper 
maintenance. To ensure external corrosion 
protection and integrity of pipeline, segments with 
deteriorated coating were continuously being 

re-coated in phases. In this Fiscal Year, Pipeline 
Maintenance Department successfully completed 
the coating rehabilitation work of 10 KMs length on 
KMK Pipeline in Section-I.

Drive unit (make HAPAM) were installed at 132 kV 
Grid Stations of PARCO/PAPCO Stations for 
Opening and Closing operation of 132 kV Line and 
Bus Isolators. Drive unit of 132 kV Line Isolator 
installed at PS-2, Bubak had developed a fault due 
to problem in its Drive Mechanism. Due to obsolete 
design of old Drive Unit, Original Equipment 
Manufacturer (OEM) regretted its repair and advised 
replacement with a new one. 

Despite regret from OEM, Electrical S&T 
Maintenance Team started efforts for in-house 
rectification of fault. After fabrication of damaged 
parts, the fault of Drive Unit was successfully 
rectified. The entire activity not only resulted in cost 
savings of approximately PKR 1.5 Million for the 
Company but also enhanced the technical skills and 
expertise of the PARCO Team.

REHABILITATION AND COATING WORK ON KMK PIPELINE

IN-HOUSE RECTIFICATION OF FAULT PROVING TO BE A 
SUCCESS

Drive Unit of 132 kV 
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In this rapidly evolving age of technology, it is pivotal 
to adopt modern technology solutions for increased 
productivity of the workforce. In the wake of 
COVID-19 pandemic, the importance of 
collaboration and remote access has increased 
exponentially. 

Keeping up-to-date with the latest technology, 
PARCO IT rightly sensed the need to move to a more 
feature rich, collaborative and business-enabling 
solution i.e. Office 365. The technological upgrade 
played a significant role in increasing the 
cross-functional coordination to deliver projects of 
national interest swiftly. The upgrade consists of 
following features:

1. Availability of cloud-based services

2. Increased storage capacity

3. OneDrive storage for file storage and sharing

4. Multiplatform i.e. Windows, Android, IOS, etc.

5. Web based versions of Word, Excel, and
 PowerPoint

6. MS Teams for Video conferencing and
 collaboration.

7. MS Planner for task and resource management

PARCO IT planned and successfully executed 
organization-wide implementation of Office 365 
during the pandemic days. More than 25 training 
sessions were conducted across PARCO locations 
i.e. CHQ, MCR, PPGL, and Pipeline Stations. The 
Company also replaced physical meetings with 
online sessions to maintain social distancing and 
contain possible virus spread. It also saved much 
needed time which was lost during long distance 
travelling.

IT
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION - OFFICE 365
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Mr. Ahmad Mubeen Awan (Head-HSE) receiving the 18th Environment Excellence Award

CORPORATE AWARDS AND CERTIFICATIONS WON
BY PARCO
PARCO WINS ENVIRONMENT EXCELLENCE AWARD
PARCO has been awarded the 18th consecutive 
Annual Environment Excellence Award by the 
National Forum for Environment and Health (NFEH). 

The accolade reflects PARCO’s priorities and is a 
manifestation of the Company’s responsiveness to 
the environment and strategic, eco-friendly 
management challenges. 

The Minister for Universities & Boards, Environment, 

Climate Change and Coastal Development, 
Muhammad Ismail Rahoo, presented the award to 
Mr. Ahmed Mubeen Awan, Head HSE, PARCO, in an 
auspicious ceremony held in Karachi on September 
16, 2021.    

The esteemed panel of judges voted unanimously to 
award the Certificate of Excellence to PARCO for the 
Company’s vision and execution of environment 
friendly policies, guidelines, and procedures.     
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Head Internal Audit, Mr. Fahim Wahid Motiwala receiving the Fire & Safety Award

Mr. Ahmad Mubeen Awan (Head HSE) presenting
IMS certificates to Mr. Shahid Mahmood Khan,

Managing Director PARCO

The National Forum for Environment and Health 
(NFEH) and Fire Protection Association of Pakistan 
(FPAP) awarded PARCO the Fire and Safety Award 
2021. This is the ninth consecutive award won by 
PARCO. 

Head Internal Audit PARCO, Mr. Fahim Wahid 
Motiwala, received the award. Being a leading 
energy provider in the country and due to the nature 
of its business, the Company has always given 

priority to occupational health, safety, and 
environment protection. 

Processing and handling hydrocarbons is PARCO’s 
main duty which comes with its share of hazards. 
PARCO proactively identifies, minimizes, and 
mitigates situations that have the potential to cause 
harm to the health and safety of its employees, 
customers, service providers, communities, the 
public and the environment.

PARCO has unlocked yet another milestone by 
achieving unified Integrated Management System 
(IMS) certifications across all its assets, especially 
because of the combined efforts of the PARCO 
HSEQ Division and the Company's other divisions 
and departments. The certifications are:

ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management System 
ISO 14001:2015 Environmental Management   
 System
ISO 45001:2018 Occupational Health and Safety  
 Management System

Previously, Mid-Country Refinery, Pipeline Division, 
and Corporate Headquarters had their own 
certifications and document standards. This 
unification is aligned with the overall company 
strategy to enhance standardization wherever the 
efficiency and effectiveness of the processes and 
procedures can be enhanced in a well-integrated 
and cohesive manner.

FIRE AND SAFETY AWARD 2021 FOR PARCO

UNIFIED INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (IMS) 
CERTIFICATIONS
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On the occasion of Eid-e-Milad-un-Nabi, 
Mehfil-e-Milad was held in the auditorium of MCR on 
November 01, 2021. The guest speaker, Mr. Shafiq 
Rehmani, shared a brief speech on the 
fundamentals of Islam and teachings of the Prophet 
Muhammad (PBUH).

Mehfil-e-Milad was also held in the MPT Cafeteria, 
PARCO Corporate Headquarters on November 26, 
2021. Renowned Naat Khwan, Qari Mehmood ul 

Hassan Ashrafi and Prof. Dr. Naseer from University 
of Karachi graced the occasion. Naat Khwani was 
also carried out by a couple of Parconians with 
religious zeal and enthusiasm, before the address. 
Special prayers were offered for the progress and 
growth of PARCO and Pakistan at large. Auditorium 
Building MCR as well as the MPT Cafeteria, CHQ 
were illuminated and decorated with fresh flowers as 
per the traditions of the event.

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
MEHFIL-E-MILAD

PARCO Officers’ Club arranged a Hi-Tea for its 
members on November 4, 2021. Considering the 
ongoing COVID-19 situation and NCOC instructions, 
the event was arranged at the Club’s Open Lawn. A 
variety of scrumptious food and bakery items were 

displayed and served to the members. Live music 
was an additional attraction for the invitees. The 
members and their families enjoyed the colourful 
event till late night with full zeal and enthusiasm.

HI-TEA AT CLUB LAWN
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CRICKET AT PARCO
TAPE BALL CRICKET
After a hiatus of 1.5 years due to COVID-19 
Pandemic lockdowns, Cricket is back in PARCO with 
the final of the 3rd inter divisional tape ball cricket 
tournament played between the Finance and the 
M&C division.

In a rather one sided encounter, Finance Division 
emerged victorious to claim the coveted crown.

The 4th inter divisional tape ball cricket tournament 
was also held during the last quarter of the calendar 
year 2021, where six divisional teams participated 
for the first time.

After a thrilling round of matches, the hot favourites 
Pipeline Division qualified for the final of the 
tournament and will face the M&C division, who will 
be relishing to pounce on the opportunity they 
missed in the previous edition’s final.
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HARDBALL CRICKET
The hardball cricket is also back with the two 
PARCO teams playing their matches in preparation 
of the PARCO Cup, which is slated to be held in the 
coming months.

Both the teams have been playing their matches 
regularly, with the selection for the PARCO Cup at 
stake all players have been putting in great efforts to 
get the final nod to represent PARCO in the 
prestigious tournament which will be contested by 
other Refineries and OMCs.
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Globally, the Breast Cancer Awareness month is 
observed in October. In Pakistan, all institutions 
related to healthcare make sure that adequate 
awareness is conducted. It is estimated that 
Pakistan has the highest rate of breast cancer 
mortality and morbidity in Asia with 90,000 cases 
reported annually and more than 40,000 deaths. 
Currently, it is affecting 1 in 9 women across the 
country.

As an initiative of PARCO’s Wellness Program, a 
Breast Cancer Awareness Campaign was 
conducted company-wide. A one-hour session was 
organized at the CHQ-II Auditorium and the 
Mid-Country Refinery (MCR) Housing Auditorium, 
where notable speakers were invited to give 
presentations in order to provide the much needed 
awareness on Breast Cancer.

The guest speakers at Corporate Headquarters 
were:

1. Prof. Dr. Naila Zahid, Consultant Oncologist, and
 Visiting Consultant at OMI Hospital, Karachi

2. Prof. Dr. Raheela Mohsin, MBBS, FCPS, Consultant  
 Uro-Gynaecologist, AKUH and OMI Hospital, Karachi

Dr. Naila Zahid delivered a comprehensive lecture 
on several methods to detect Breast Cancer, while 
Dr. Raheela Mohsin carried out an interactive 
session on self-screening. The doctors shared 
advices on ways to prevent Breast Cancer, and also 
provided an overview of their fields of expertise. The  
participants were well informed about the subject. 

The session was also carried out at MCR with the 
collaboration of Minar Cancer Hospital Medical 
team. The session was delivered by two honourable 
speakers:

1. Dr. Rubina Mukhtar, Radiologist, Breast Imaging 
Specialist, MINAR Cancer Hospital, Multan

2. Dr. Samia Ashraf, Gynaecologist, MBBS, FCPS 
(Gynaecology & Obstetrics), Multan

Dr. Rubina Mukhtar carried out an informative 
session on the causes and general information 
pertaining to Breast Cancer. Whereas, Dr. Samia 
explained the diagnosis and treatment options 
available.

HEALTH
BREAST CANCER AWARENESS SESSION 
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Healthcare Services Department arranged a First 
Aid Training for Paramedics and Nursing staff of 
Punjab Region on September 29, 2021, at HSE 
Training Hall, MCR in coordination with Rescue 
1122. A total of 15 participants from ISH-MCR, 
WOTS-3, KBS, TS-3 and TS-4 attended the training.

The First Aid Training was provided by the trainers 
from Rescue 1122. CPR and medical emergency 
handling was practically demonstrated. A practice 
test was also taken at the end of the training. The 
training had an overall positive response with 
hundred percent participation. 

FIRST AID TRAINING FOR PARAMEDICS AND NURSING 
STAFF OF PUNJAB 
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Training program on ‘Critical Thinking and Decision 
Making’ was arranged by the Training Section of HR 
on October 26, 2021, delivered by certified in-house 
trainer, Mr. Azam Ihsan Khawaja. The main purpose 
of the training was to develop clear understanding of 
‘Critical Thinking and Decision Making’ and how it 
affects the work performance of employees on an 
individual level as well as the department level. The 

training was designed on the Experiential Learning 
model whereby participants were introduced to 
different simulations on work-related scenarios and 
case studies. Short Video clips were also shown to 
enhance participants’ interest and knowledge. 
Employees from different departments participated 
in this training.  

A one-day in-house training program on ‘Effective 
Communication Skills’ was organized at CHQ and 
MCR on October 21 and 30, 2021 respectively, by 
the Organizational Development (OD) Department. 
The main purpose of the training was to provide 
employees with a basic understanding of ways to 
effectively communicate one’s ideas by gathering 
thoughts to ensure success in effective 
communication. The training comprised of different, 
interesting activities and case studies to enhance 
listening, writing, and speaking skills of employees. 
Employees from different departments participated 
in this training.  

WORKSHOPS & TRAININGS
TRAINING ON ‘CRITICAL THINKING AND DECISION MAKING’

TRAINING ON ‘EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION SKILLS’

CHQ – Session conducted by Ali Istifa Kidwai

MCR - Session conducted by Muhammad Bilal
and Asad-ur-Rehman
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Training and Development section, in coordination 
with Healthcare Services Department arranged a 
First Aid and CPR training for employees who are 
working for ‘Commissioning of Mogas Project’. The 
aim of this training was to provide basic 
understanding and knowledge regarding First Aid 

and CPR to the staff members of PARCO, PAPCO, 
and HRSG for handling accidents and medical 
emergencies at stations and terminals. This training 
was conducted by Sindh Integrated Emergency and 
Health Services (SIEHS) on September 28, 2021 at 
PS-1 Korangi.

A one-day in-house training program on 'Positive 
Attitude' was organized by Training and 
Development Section, delivered by NLP Practitioner, 
Mr. Asad-ur-Rehman on November 16, 2021. The 
main purpose of the training was to understand how 
positive attitude impacts work performance and 
enhances the overall efficiency of the individuals.  
Employees from different departments participated 

in the training to learn ways to overcome their 
self-limiting beliefs. The training was designed on an 
Experiential Learning model where participants were 
introduced to different simulations on work-related 
scenarios and case studies. Short video clips were 
also shown to enhance participant’s interest and 
knowledge.

FIRST AID TRAINING PROGRAM FOR PARCO AND PAPCO’S 
STATIONS OF SINDH REGION

TRAINING PROGRAM ON POSITIVE ATTITUDE
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A two-day team building session for Senior 
Management was organized at Hotel Movenpick, 
Karachi by Training and Development Section. The 
core objective of this session was to build synergy 
and enhance the spirit of team work among 

employees who are working closely for successful 
accomplishment of “WOP Mogas 
Commissioning”.  The training was conducted by 
the renowned Sherpa-certified trainer, Mr. Naseem 
Zafar Iqbal on 23-24 September, 2021. 

TEAM IMPACT FOR SENIOR EXECUTIVES

Industrial visit at PARCO’s pumping station, PS-1 
was arranged on October 14, 2021 for the students 
of Dawood University of Engineering & Technology, 

Karachi. The purpose of this visit was to give 
first-hand experience to students in their final year of 
engineering.  

PARCO INDUSTRIAL VISIT 2021
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PARCO and all its subsidiaries proactively identify, 
minimize and mitigate situations that have the 
potential to cause harm to the health and safety of its 
employees, customers, service providers, 
communities, public and the environment. In this 
context, PARCO Pearl Gas (PPGL) at their Lahore 
office conducted HAZID and HAZOP workshops in 
mid-October 2021. During the session, the relevant 
stakeholders objectively identified and designed 
operability hazards, magnitude of their risks, and 
reviewed the effectiveness of safeguards for the 
following projects of PPGL:

• LPG Storage Expansion Project, Adhi

• LPG Storage and Filling Station Project,   
 Shikarpur

• LPG Storage and Filling Station Project, Lahore

A multi-disciplinary team with representation of 
Projects, Operations, Instrumentation and Control, 
Corporate Design HSE, and MCR Technical 
Services participated in these sessions. Major 
improvements in facility siting and process design 
safety were proposed to mitigate the risk to ALARP 
level and ensure safety operation of target facility.

HAZOP SESSION AT PARCO PEARL GAS LIMITED (PPGL)

HAZOP Session at PPGL 
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SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVES AT PARCO
PARCO CONDUCTS COVID-19 VACCINATION DRIVES
The COVID-19 pandemic had wreaked havoc 
globally and Pakistan had been no different. PARCO 
had already been taking several measures within its 
facilities to contain the virus. All PARCO employees, 
along with their families, and the support staff have 
been vaccinated against COVID-19. The Company 
made this possible by organizing company-wide 
vaccination drives at all the locations including its 
subsidiaries i.e. PAPCO and PPGL.  

PARCO, as its CSR initiative provided assistance to 
the District Health Office, Korangi, Karachi, to 
conduct the COVID-19 vaccination drive in Landhi 

and Korangi areas. The support helped the District 
Health Office to approach the older people in 
particular for vaccinations, who were not able to 
make it to the vaccination centers. The management 
of both entities considered that this opportunity 
would boost CSR visibility in the communities that 
are closer to PS-1. On average, 80-120 people got 
vaccinated throughout the locations on a daily basis. 
With the help of DHO-district Korangi, the focus of 
the project was to facilitate the nearby communities 
to get vaccinated and justify the visibility of PARCO 
and PAPCO’s CSR activities.
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PARCO partnered with the Movenpick Hotels and 
Resorts, Karachi as part of their CSR initiative. Kilo 
of Kindness is Mövenpick’s global charity initiative 
which honours the UN International Day of Charity, 
inviting guests and partners to donate at least one 
kilo of food, clothing and educational supplies 
throughout the month of September.

The collected items were shared with 
hearing-impaired and speaking-impaired 
underprivileged children at JS Academy. PARCO 
provided 100 school bags along with books, copies 
and stationery. The activity was conducted jointly 
with Movenpick Hotels, Karachi. 

Sports plays a significant role in Pakistani culture. 
Cricket, Squash, Hockey and Polo are popular 
amongst the masses and have gained fame. Tennis 
is also one such game, which youngsters take keen 
interest in. In recent years, there has been an 
increase in sports activities in Pakistan, with 
Pakistani sportsmen and women participating at 
national and international levels. 

In order to develop rising stars in the game of Tennis, 
PARCO supported Pakistan Tennis Federation to 
develop junior players. The aim is to develop these 
players to mark Pakistan’s name locally and at 
reputable international platforms. The support will 
help high potential junior players to be professionally 
developed with highest level of coaching and much 
more.

PARCO PARTICIPATES IN KILO OF KINDNESS

SUPPORTING YOUNG TENNIS PLAYERS   

Our cross-country pipeline network makes us a 
next-door neighbour to many remote and 
underprivileged communities. Since more than a 
decade, PARCO has been managing an extensive 
Schools, Clinics and Vocational Support Program 
which aims at improving the education and health 
infrastructure in adjoining communities by 
supporting Government-run schools, Basic and 
Rural Health Centers and Vocational Training 
Centers. 

About thousands of children are receiving education 
in PARCO-supported schools. PARCO’s assistance 
to these institutions has raised the communities’ 
interest to enroll their children in these refurbished 

and well-maintained schools, diverting them from 
child labour to school education, raising the literacy 
rate. During 2021, PARCO supported 21 schools 
and 5 vocational training institutes in the vicinity of 
PARCO’s facilities. 

SCHOOLS, CLINICS AND VOCATIONAL SUPPORT PROGRAM
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PARCO and PAPCO have jointly undertaken a 
massive Hospital Upgradation project across its 
Right of Way (ROW) in Sindh and Punjab. The 
project is aimed at upgrading the government 
hospitals across the ROW in Sindh (10) and Punjab 
(9) covering a total of 19 hospitals. These hospitals 
have received the necessary equipment required to 
treat patients. 

Both Companies have also conducted necessary 
civil works to improve the ambiance, cleanliness and 
access to the doctors, patients and their attendees. 
Such enhancements are required to provide the 
essential healthcare at these hospitals. By 
undertaking this project, PARCO and PAPCO aim to 
provide the necessary healthcare facilities to the 

communities at the time of need. Such upgradations 
are helping the communities to access quality 
healthcare within their vicinity rather than travelling 
long distances to big cities.  

Keeping in view the magnitude of this project, 
several departments collaborated with Corporate 
Communication and CSR to make it possible, like, 
Healthcare Services, Administration - (North and 
South), Materials, Stations and Terminals 
Operations (North and South), Transport Section 
and Coordination & Engineering Services. The 
phase 1 of this project has been completed, while 
PARCO and PAPCO will soon execute the phase 2 
which will further upgrade the facilities and much 
more. 

EVERY LIFE MATTERS- A CSR INITIATIVE BY PARCO AND 
PAPCO
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ACHIEVEMENTS OF PARCO EMPLOYEES

Ms. Rauha Hameed, Deputy General Manager (DGM), has successfully completed her MPhil 
(Masters in Philosophy) in Business Administration with a Specialization in Management 
(Dissertation in Organizational Development), securing CGPA, 3.77 as a regular student from 
Institute of Business Administration (IBA), University of Punjab, Lahore. In her quest for 
continuous learning, this is an added academic achievement to her existing portfolio of B.Sc 
Engineering (Chemical) from UET, Lahore, MBA from IBA, University of Punjab, and Masters 
in English Language and Literature from the University of Punjab, Lahore.

Mr. Abdul Azeem Bilwani – Management Executive-I from Marketing & Commercial Division 
has successfully completed “Strategic Procurement Management” course from Lahore 
University of Management Sciences (LUMS).

Mr. Umar Asif – Engineer-III from Asset Integrity & Inspection Department, has successfully 
met the experience, training and examination requirements for conformity to ISO 18436-2 as 
Vibration Analysis: Category II from Mobius Institute, Australia.

Mr. Haris Sheikh – Management Executive from the Corporate Planning Department has been 
awarded CFA charter by Chairman SECP, Mr. Aamir Khan, and the President of Pakistan, Dr. 
Arif Alvi, on 17th September 2021 at Aiwan-e-Sadar, Islamabad.

Mr. Ahmed Sheraz Siddiqi – Manager Finance MCR, has successfully completed MBA 
(equivalent to MS) with specialization in Finance from Virtual University of Pakistan. Earlier to 
this, he has also completed Master of Law (LLM) which is equivalent to M. Phil from Federal 
Urdu University of Arts, Science & Technology, Pakistan.

Dr. Sumera Perveen, Medical Officer-I, Healthcare Services Department, MCR, has 
successfully achieved the International Certification of Training on "Hands On Research 
Writing and Publishing Training" from California Institute of Behavioral Neurosciences and 
Psychology, USA. She has presented research publications in 3 international medical journals, 
including Cureus Journal, Pub Med Central (PMC), National Institute of Health’s (NIH) National 
Library of Medicine, USA, and International Journal of Scientific Studies (IJSS).

Low Res Picture
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Mr. Sufyan Mustafa Assistant Technologist-III U&OM Department, MCR has successfully 
completed his BSc. Chemical Engineering from NFC IET Multan.

Mr. Muhammad Raffay Maqbool – Planning Engineer from Pipeline Maintenance Department 
– has successfully completed his Masters in Business Administration (MBA) in Logistics and 
Supply Chain Management from Institute of Business Management (IoBM), Karachi.

Mr. Muhammad Farhan Hamid – Engineer-I from Asset Integrity & Inspection Department 
(AI&I) MCR, has successfully recertified API 510 (Pressure Vessel Inspector) certification from 
American Petroleum Institute.  Currently, he is the only PARCO Employee who has valid API 
510 and 570 certifications.
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